
Fishing
How it’s done on MV Starr



Two rod and reels

Place the fishing rods 
in the holders



Get the gaffes ready
Two gaffes



Install the FISH ON 
sensor
Picture shows a close up of the rear view and 
side view

The alarm is a 12VDC ear piercing  alarm with 
a simple toggle switch.

The noise is loud enough to be heard in the 
wheelhouse even with the doors closed.



The FISH ON sensor
When a fish takes the lure, the FISH ON 
switch is closed and the alarm starts beeping.



Plug in the sensor
Attach line to the side of the toggle switch

Plug into the boat 12VDC source



Attach the trip wire
Attach one end of the trip wire to the alarm

Attach the clothespin type connector to the 
fishing line.  



Trip wire
The trip wire on the fishing line should look 
like this



All the parts of the fish cleaning 
table
52x30x½in UHMW cutting board 
with 4in curbs.



Assembly
Attach legs to top

Place spacers on posts

Place table on posts and then add UHMW 
cleaning board on top.



Table frame
In the right picture it is the frame for the fish 
cleaning table it is also useful as a BBQ 
support

In lower picture it is upside down and 
becomes the swim step for scuba diving and 
swimming



Assemble the top of 
the fish cleaning table
Attach the top and then the sides

On this table, fish can be cleaned and fileted 
without sliding into the water

All the guts go overboard through the slots



Table top assembly is 
complete
We are now ready to catch a fish



Choose your weapon

Towel to cover the fishes eyes to quiet them 
down. Works great on large fish!

Alcohol to pour down their gills to 
immediately suffocate them.

Blunt object for whacking the small fish



Towel method
Here Doug demonstrates how to put a fish to 
sleep using a custom embroidered Starr bath 
towel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Towel quieting decent sized fish.  



Nothing left but skin 
and bones



Fresh fish
Don portions the ahi filets



Hose
For clean up



Any questions?
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